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SG
Prez not eligible for his position
.
.

by Dave Schlenker
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

..

Thursday October 19, 1989

Stude'
"r!y President Fred Schmidt is not eligible to ho1d his position according to University
Records ·...1d Student Government statutes.
According to the statute, a student who holds that
position must be taking at least six credit hours as an
undergraduate.
Schmidt, contacted Wednesday, said he could
simply appeal the rule because there are no written
consequences in the statute for vi.o lations.
"I was under the assumption that I only had to take

one class. Obviously, this wasn't the case," Schmidt
said.
Hours requirements for SGmembers are routinely
waived in cases similar to this one.
Schmidt referred to the rule as ambiguous, and
said he would ask the senate to reconsider the
section. He added that is difficult to hold the position
with a heavy class load.
OffiCials in the records department verified Friday
that Schmidt is listed as an undergraduate senior
who is only taking three credit hours.
According to the SG statutes, the president could
waive this rule on the condition that he or she submit

an appeal within one week from the time they no
longer meet the requirement.
Senate Secretary Phyllis Taylor said there is no
record of any appeal or appeal attempt from Schmidt.
The question of Schmidt's eligibility surfaced
about two weeks ago when rumors about his schedule
became a concern of a few SG employees, said former
student assistant John Steinemann.
Steinernann resigned Oct. 12 because he was tired
of the "power quest" he claimed was associated with
Schmidt's current reign.

see SCHMIDT page 4

Student seriously hurt
Thad Oren, 20, remains in serious condition after he
sustained a head injury during fight at Fox Hunt Lanes
by Teresa Cole
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

A UCF student remains in serious
condition at Orlando Regional Medical
Center after sustaining a head injury
at Fox Hunt Lanes on Alafaya Trail on
Oct. 7.
Jeffery Johnson 19 has been arrested and charged with aggravated
battery in connection with the
student's injury.
Witnesses told Deputy Dennis Hancock of the Orange County Sheriffs
Office that Thad C. Oren, 20, of 11613
Sarita Court had been in a confrontation with a dark-haired, heavyset
white male.
The witnesses told Hancock the
fight ended up in the middle of Fox
Hunt Lane roadway. Oren was struck
in the face, causing him to fall backward onto the road and hit his head.
Wayne Turner, who was with Oren
at the time of the incident, sustained a
minor neck injury, a gash in the back of
his head and bruised kidneys and ribs.

Turner said he and Oren were in the
parking lot of Fox Hunt Lanes talking
to some girls. He said a man approached them and made a comment
about Turner's .earring.
Turner said he and Oren tried to
walk toward his truck so they could
leave before any trouble started.
Tur.ner aid he remembers being
struck, and when he tried to get up, he
said he was struck again.
"I saw them hit Thad's head against
the front fender of my truck at least
twice,n Turner said. "I tried to help
Thad, but someone grabbed my shirt
and whaled me in my head one more
time."
"I think they stopped beating me
when they realized I'had was unconscious,n Turner said. "Once Thad was
in my truck, I was struck again before
I could get around to the driver's side."
Turner said he and some friends
helped place Oren in the truck and took
him to his house. Turner said he called
see FIGHT page 6

Senates clash over control
of Peer Advisement Team
by Eric Dentel
MANAGING EDITOR

The student senate unanimously
passed a resolution Tuesday opposing
any switch in control of the Academic
Peer Advisement Team. The faculty
senate passed a resolution Oct. 5 calling for the change.
Senator Dan Lucero, a member of
the team, introduced the resolution to
senate. Responding to allegations he
said were made by faculty members,
Lucero said the Peer Advisement Team
did 'not deal with any social aspects of
UCF and did not advise students about
who the easiest professors were.
Incoming freshmen receive academic counseling from Peer Advisement Team members for their first
semester. They are counselled by faculty members for the rest of their time
atUCF.
According to the resolution, the Peer
Advisement Team has proven itself to
be "an invaluable asset" to UCF's overall academic advisement program.

Senator David Carls, one of the
measure's sponsors, said he wanted to
tell the faculty senate, "If it ain't broke,
don't fix it."
Neither resolution has any authority over the issue, but they represent
the will of the respective bodies and are
usually taken under consideration by
the President's Advisory Committee
and other groups with the authority.
In other business, the senate selected a new president pro ternpore.
Lisa Thieler, who held the post briefly
over the summer, was elected unanimously after the only other nominee for.
the job, Scott Rausch, withdrew from
the race. Rausch cited "petty politics
and backstabbing" regarding his recent attempts to limit the powers of the
executive branch as the reasons for his
withdrawal.
As president pro tempore, Thieler
will be a member of each of the five
senate committees and will be second
in line of succession to the presidency

1

see SENATE page 7

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT

Gerald Robinson, a sousaphone player, practices the half-time show for
Saturday's Georgia Southern game.
·
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Reserve's fate up
to Advisory Staff
agenda early last week.
The Arboretum boundaries
will alter the current master
The fate of the Arboretum facilities plan.
still liM in the hands of the
The Arboretum issue was
President's Advisory Staff.
taken off Tuesday's meeting
The boundaries of the arbo- agenda because of the absence
retum will be added to the of Advisory Staff members
master facilities plan when the John Bolte of Administration
President's Advisory Staff and Finance and Michael Bass
decides which course of action of Research.
to take.
Altman said both staff
According to Steven members had requested to be
Altman, university president, in attendance when the issue
the decision currently has two of Arboretum boundaries was
views.
discussed.
Each view details locations
The issue is scheduled to be
where the Arboretum bounda- discussed at the next
ries should be specified in the President's Advisory Staff
final copy of the master facili- meeting on Oct. 30.
ties plan.
"The Arboretum was supThe master facilities plan is posed to have been included on
the main reference used for the the master plan, but it was not
location and construction of specified," Henry Whittier,
university buildings, roads director of the Arboretum,
and parking lots.
said.
Once completed, the
"To protect the animals and
masterplan's purpose will be the environment, the Arboreto set the pace of expansion for tum needs to be added as a
years to come.
permanent part of this
Altman added the Arbore- university's future," Whittier
tum issue to the meeting said.
by Jamie Carte

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Education
summit
sets goals
by Amy Hudson
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

If preliminary observations
are any indication, President
Bush's long awaited "education summit" won't mean
much for higher education,
especially in the near future.
Convened at the University
of Virginia Sept. 27-28, su,mmiteers-Bush and 49 governors (minus Minnesota Gov.
Rudy Perpich)-said they
would set definite performance goals for schools by early
next year, and they agreed to
leave it up to the states as how
to meet the goals.
The only goal having to do
with higher education was
that college should be more
accessible, especially to disadvantaged students.
Many of the other broad
goals adopted probably will
translate into students taking
more standardized tests and
getting more classroom drills
to learn how to get high scores
on the tests.
The summiteers also set the
stage for transferring the
power to set course content,
choose books and make policy

N

A UCF film professor was
honored by the Paralyzed Vet-'
erans of America (PVA) for his
film portrayals ofhandicapped
veterans.
Dr. J. Giles Hoglin ofUCF's
School of Communication received the PV A's service
award for films made in 1988
and 1989.
The award winning films
are titled Wheels and Reels
and The Reel Challenge. PVA

"THROWING" A MUG
Bill Bossa, a senior in liberal arts, works on a project for an advanced ceramics class. He is making
a mug using a process called "throwing."

any attention to
education.
"They met,
and they took a
lot of good pictures," observed
Julius Davis of
the
United
States Student
Association
CUSSA)
in
Washington
D.C.
"It was a gorgeous photo opp or tun it y,"
agreed Charles
Saunders, Jr., of
the American
Council on Education (ACE),
the
college
presidents'
group in WashCollege Preu Service
ington,
D.C.
George Bush, Secretary of Education Lauro Cavazos and Iowa Gov. Terry
"Aside
from
Branstad at the "education summit" at the University of Virginia, Charlottesville. that, we'll have
to wait and see,"
from school boards to school
As Bush spoke, several Saunders said.
principals and teachers, let- groups of students took turns
On the other hand, Tom
ting parents choose the school promoting various causes, in- Gerety, president of Trinity
their children will attend, and cluding reproductive choice, College in Connecticut,
create new ways for college gay rights, more government thought the summit was engrads to get into teaching.
assistance for Chinese stu- couraging.
All of the sessions were pri- dents in the U.S., an end to
"From the point of view of
vate, except for Bush's final intervention in Central Amer- college teachers, it's good news
speech, in which he pledged ica and support for Bush.
that the country is acknowlsupport for the six-year-old
Reaction to the summit, an edging that you teach to attain
school reform movement but extension of Bush's campaign something," Gerety said. "Nastopped short of expanding the promise to be the "education tional goals make internafederal role in education. "Our president," has been mixed. tional sense, and we should
focus must no longer be on Some observers dismissed it as seek those goals in as many
resources. It must be on re- political grandstanding while
sults," he said.
see SUMMIT page 4
others were just grateful for

.
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•FILM AWARD

Jorge AlvantzlCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

'Mardi Gras'
next week
by Nancy Robards
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

A New Orleans-style death
march Oct. 23 will start the
countdown to the homecoming
game against Liberty University Oct. 28. The theme of
homecoming week this year is
"The Knights of Mardi Gras."
Joan Jett and the Blackhearts will play for UCF students after the pep rally on the
Green. As long as Jett approves, Alter Ego and Renegade will also appear. Jordan
Brady , comedian, will MC the
show which is expected to last
until 1 a.m ..
To kick off the week, the
Homecoming Committee has
planned a funeral march and
burial for Liberty University
for Monday.
It will take place at 11 a.m.
on the Student Center Green.
The march will have mourners
and a jazz band and will finish
with a wake at which President Steven Altman and head
football coach Gene McDowell
will deliver the eulogy. After
the march there will be food
and drinks on the Green and
the UCF Jazz band will provide entertainment into the afternoon.
see HOMECOMING page 5

in the Student Organization
Lounge.
There will be a week long
celebration to recognize the
20th anniversary of Earth Day
(April 22) and to raise aware• LAWSUIT DROPPED
ness about
the threat of global
The lawsuit filed in Orange
.I
•
warmmg.
County Court against UCF
The Earth Day project is iniStudent Government Associatially sponsored by the Nation by John Bocinsky, was • ARGENTINA TALK
tional Wildlife Federation.
Enrique Zuleta, professor of •EARTH DAY
dismissed Oct. 11 at the preFor more information, conThe UCF Earth Day Coalitrial hearing.
history and literature and forBocinsky filed the suit on mer president of the Universi- tion is having an organiza- tact Karen at 671-6902or
Sept. 13 stating a breach of dad Nacional de Cuyo, Argen- tional meeting at 4 p.m. Oct. 24 Mark at 629-04 72.

executive John Mackey expressed the gratitude of his
organization for the message
of the films.

contract by SGA concerning
the Student Government Gold
Card.
The judge dismissed the
case because it was not in the
correct jurisdiction, but
granted Bocinsky 90 days to
amend his complaint.

tina, will present a lecture on
"Argentina in Transition" at 9
a.m. Oct. 23 in the Multipurpose Room 174A of the education building.
The lecture is sponsored by
the Latin American Area
Studies Program and the Office of International Studies.

4
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SUMMIT
FROM PAGE 3

inventive and creative ways as
we can."
Many observers were hopeful the meeting meant the
federal government, which
during the Reagan administration steadily diminished
its funding role in education,

might take some of the financial bufJ}en back.
"He (Bush) accomplished
more in Charlottesville than
Reagan did in eight years,"
said Robert Hochstein of the
Carnegie Foundation. His
boss, Carnegie national director Ernest Boyer, first proferred the idea for a national
meeting to discuss broad education goals.

SCHMIDT
FROM PAGE 1

"Here's a guy firing people,
and he's not even eligible to be
in the position he's in,".Steinemann said, referring to the
three SG student assistants
who Schmidt fired in mid September. .
"I resigned because of Fred,"
he added.

According to SG statutes, if
the position is held by a graduate student, that student only
has to take one class.
SG officials said if Schmidt
is found to be in violation, the
matter will be handled by the
Legilative, Judicial and Rules
Committee.
Vice President LeVester
Tubbs of Student Affairs said
·he is vaguely aware of talk

about Schmidt's eligibility.
He said that if Schmidt is
found to be ineligible by Student Affairs, "we are going to
follow the rules of Student
Government, providing he
doesn't resign."
According to the Enforcement Statutes in the
constitution, the LJR committee has jurisdiction over violations of this type.

Red Cross Earthquake Relief Effort
We need the right stuff.
We all have what it takes to help disaster victims.
The right stuff - that is, energy and compassion. The Red Cross needs volunteers right away.
And money. At times like this we urgently need funds.
Blankets, clothing and food are generous gifts, but they're not the right stuff.
· The Red Cross does not have the necessary facilities set up for distribution of such items.
Your time and a financial contribution will allow the Red Cross
to help the victims purchase exactly what they need.
You've got the right stuff.
Become a Red Cross volunteer. Or send your contribution today.
For assistance to the San Francisco victims, only monetary donations can be accepted.
For more information, call 1-800-453-9000 for the national hotline.
Or contact your local Red Cross at 894-4141.

Win FREE
Movie Tickets!
•

The Central Florida Future
gives you a chance to receive
tickets to the Orlando premiere
of Wes Craven's "SHOCKER."
Just stop by The Future office
and name two other Wes Craven films. The first 50 correct
answers will receive tickets for
two to the premiere on Thursday, October 26 at 8 p.m. at the
Fashion Square Cinema.
But Hurry! Tickets are limited
and distributed on_a first-come,
first-served basis.

•

•

•
•

•

•
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Tri County Transit stops
for students on campus

UCF Jewish
organization.
growing

by Avis Quesinberry
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

by Jim Popplno

Students can catch Tri
County Transit serving University Blvd. · in front of the
administration building daily,
as well as route 24 serving
Colonial Crosstown. The cost
is . 75 per ride.
Transit officials said Route
13 was added to cut down the
t ime it was taking Route 24 to
make a complete run.
Route 13 was created to
serve UCF students more directly, said Nancy Bennett,
marketing coordinator for Tri
County Transit. Route 13 has
been in operation since Oct. 1.
The student government
has been working closely with
Tri County Transit.
Scott Pruitt, public relations director ofUCFs student
government association, said,

CENRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Two year s ago, the Jewish
Student Union started with
only eight members. Today,
the organization has over seventy ~embers and belongs to
the natianal J ewish organization, Hillel.
The Jewish
Student Union's president,
Adam Smith, said, '"It had
t aken a lot to reach [UCF], and
with hard work it grew a lot."
The organization also
places an "emphasis on social
involvement as a group,"
Smith said.
The organization has engaged in community projects
including ·a visit to a retirement home and the construction of a Sukkot (a booth used
in a celebration feastO at the
Temple Beth-Am.
The groups more recreational activities include a bagel brunch, a monthly picnic
held atLake Clair, a poof party
on Oct. 21 and a canoe trip at
Wekiva Springs in November.
A lecture and seminar by
Professor Nahun M. Sarna
Oct. 30-31 is another upcoming event co-sponsored by the
Jewish Student Union.
Furthermore, the group
plans to introduce a prejudice
seminar at an upcoming
Killghts of the Round Table
meeting. Details have yet to be
worked out.
The Jewish Student Union,
with advisor Mosche Pelle,
meets every other Monday in
Room 214 in the Student Center. For more information
about the group's activities
contact Adam Smith at 3815712.

FIGHT
FROM PAGE 1

Jorge Alvirez/CENTRAL FLOR IDA FUTURE

PICK-UP
Mario Riveron (front) and Rame Campbell anticipate a rebound
in a pick-up game Tuesday.

911 to report the incident. The
Orange County Fire Department arrived first, followed by
an ambulance and deputies.
According to Hancock, Oren
was first taken by ambulance
to Orlando General Hospital

"We are trying to do everything we possibly can to ease
the traffic and parking problems."
Thi& will not eliminate the
problem but it is just another
option, Pruitt said. Ro u t e
24 , which has been in
operation since July 1988,
starts at Valencia Community
College's we st campus with
several stops on Colonial and a
fin al stop at UCF. This route
hasn't been used by the students as much as officials had
hoped.
Route 13 starts downto wn
with stops at the Naval Training Center and continues
down University Blvd. to
UCF.
Bus schedules and tickets
are available at the KIOSK
Student government is looking into student discounts for
bus tickets.
and then transported t o t he
trauma center at Orlando Regional Medical Center because
of his severe head wound.
Two other suspects were
identified by witnesses as
being involved, but no charges
have been filed against them,
Callin said.
No further details can be released at this time.

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -· - -----. -

"Doesn't
every
Pre-Ined
deserve
a choice?"
Tom Garcia. M.D. W AG '75)
Cardiologi t
Houston, Ti xa.·

"The right choice was there when I
needed it. I made that choice, and now I'm
a physician. My alma mater may be just
right for you. It's your choice."
Universidad Aut6noma de Guadalajara
School of Medicine

Guada lajara, Mexico

The International Choice
For your free video preview call: 1-800-531-5494
--~
·- - -·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '

·Yogurt
Next to UC6

in the University Shoppes
a UCF Booster

STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES
Student Legal Services provides
students with an assistance in selected areas oflaw such as landlord/
tenant, consumer, non-criminal
traffic and uncontested dissolutions. You can receive attorney
consultation and representation
free of charge to qualified students. Call 275-2538 or stop by SC
210 for more information or an
appointment.

Problems With?
Need?
•Landlords?
•A Will?
•Insurance?
•Name Change?
• Contracts?
:\ GOl'fJr • Uncontested
• Police?
fOOJQ~
"'+~ Dissolution?
~

~
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~

~~
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SENATE
FROM PAGE 1

•

Pick Up
Your

behind Vice President
Christine Toutikian.
The senate also heard a
report from Comptroller Bob
Shafer, who said the senate
may receive additional money
because of UCF's increased
enrollment.
A portion of each student's
tuition goes into the budget for
the Student Government Association. Because UCF's en. rollment of 20,100 is substantially higher than university
officials estimated when the
SG budget was being drawn
up, more money should be
available, according to Shafer.
"I feel safe, based on the
figures I have gotten from
Administration and Finance,"
Shafer explained, "that we
could possibly get an additional budget of up to $79,000."
The senate would have to
approve an addendum budget
to be able to spend the additional funds.
The next meeting of the
student senate will be held at
3:30 p.m. on Oct. 24 in the
University Dining Room.

Gross Anatomy
Come by The Central Florida Future office and pick up a
pair of free tickets to a special screening of "Gross Anatomy," a Touchstone film about five first-year medical stu- .
dents who share the joys and sorrows, laughter and tears
of an exciting, yet terrifying, new beginning.
"Gross Anatomy" will be screened tonight at 8 p.m. at the
University 8 Cinema. Tickets are limited and available on a
first-come, first-served basis.

r-------------------,
1\11

: GRAND CHINA RESTAURANT II

ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Vigil Mass
6:00 P.M.

: "Best Chinese Buffet Everyday"

If

~ ~

i

BUFFET HOURS
Lwlch $4.25 Mo11-8at

Lunch & Dinner
679-6868

( 11:30-2:30)

$1.00 ofT each buffet with vaHd UCF l.D.
6856 Aloma Ave.• I/ 4 mile east of 436

L

Dlnoer $6.25 Hon-!et
15:00-8:30)
Swiday $6.25
112:00.3:00 5:00·8:00)

-------------- ·
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YOU CAN'T
LIVE ON

--~

HOPE.

Sunday Masses
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon

Choir Rehearsal
Wednesday, 7:00 P.M.

1501 Alafaya Trail
275-0841
WELCOME
Scott Edwards

FREE

ATTN: FACULTY

Backpack
when you buy an
HP calculator!
Business
HP 14B

HP 17B
HPBusine:;;;
Consultant II
Science and
engineering
HP 22S

HP 27S
HP 28S
HP 32S

HP 42S

J

Come in today
for details.
HPCalculators- r;,;a
tM best for
&:r..t
your :;uccess.

HEWLETT
PACKARD

r.11n INTERNATIONAL ·
r..9 Calculator & Computer
2916 Corrine Drive, Orlando • 898-0081

Jai-Alai, these
guys can really
play the game ...
So, come out
and give me
your support.
I need it.

UCF SENIOR (by day)
Joi-Alai Player (by night)
'l

~I

HP is now offering a special
discount on all
HP computers
and peripherals; Laser Jets,
Deskjets, Plotters, Computers, etc. Call
Don or Randy
as soon as possible for details.

You hope this guy is
finally the right guy.
You hope this time she
just might be the one.
And you both hope the
other one is not infected
with the AIDS virus.
Of course you could
ask. But your partner
might not know. That's
because it's possible to
carry the AIDS virus for
many years without
showing anysymptoms.
The only way to
prevent getting
infected is to protect
yourself. Start using

1 ORlA~f?.

t#i
SEMINOua;.a1a;

conldDomSs.

A

436 & 17-92
Reservations:
7 nightly, noon Mon., Thrus., Sat.

C1:==a=~::::a
aaorga q1an Yariio, O.D .!>.

282-2101
*THE PATIENT AND THE OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR
PAYMENTHASARIGHTTOREFUSETOPAY,CANCELPAYMENT
ORBEREIMBURSEOFORPAYMENTFORANYOTHERSERVICE,
EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A
RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOUR$' UF RESPONDING TO THE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE. DISCOUNTED FEE. OR REDUCED FEE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.

use them.
If he says no,
so can you.

If you think you
can't get it you're
dead wrong.

331-9191

-~~~~

%~hi~~~·

UCF TEAM DENTIST
Our UCF Good Knight Offer!
$25 Check-up includes:
• Jnitial Exam• 2 Bitewing X-Rays •
Offer good with Valid UCF LO. Only
Expires 12/31/89
Good on initial visit only

11776 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32817
Alafaya Village Shopping Center
(Corner of Hwy. 50 & Alafaya Tr.)

C.U before noon for ccxt clay delivery ID you door via UPS. UIC c:icdit card or C.O.D.
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Flag desecration
is·definitely not
a burning issue .'.
George Bush is waffiing again.
The Cpngress has sent him a bill that would
outlaw desetration of the American flag, and
Bush says he is not going to do anything to it one
way or the other. Without a veto on his part, the
bill Will become a law after 10 days.
No matter what he does, he is going to take
·Some heat.
A fear of the Supreme Court declaring the law
unconstitutional has driven Bush and others to
favor a constitutional amendment instead. So if
Bush supports the law, it will look like he has
changed his mind about supporting the amendment.
But if he vetoes the bill, it will look like he is
now favoring flag· desecration. So Fightin'
George has decided to just sort of hang out,
hoping to satisfy everyone.
Wrong, George.
First of all, any president who has built up a
reputation for det.ermined indecisiveness that
Bush has should avoid any action, or lack
thereof, that reinforces such an image.
But more importantly, no such law or amendment is needed. In fact, such measures would do
more harm than good.
How often have you read or heard a bout a
flag-burning? It just does not happen enough to
warrant vandalizing the Constitution.
And even if it did hapeen more often than it
does, it should be protected.
It is an act that, while it may be abhorrent to
members of the public, represents exactly the
kind of thing that makes our Constitution and
our country great.
The First Amendment was set up to protect
unpopular speech, not government-sanctioned
speech.
How much damage does one of these flagburnings do? You don't have to listen or watch.
But if you prevent someone from making a
statement you disagree with, you are doing
much more damage to our country than some
idiot burning a flag.
Unless you are a political opportunist, a
yahoo or a wimp, you already know this.
In fact, some of the politicians who got swept
up in the "rally round the flag" mentality have
begun to wise up and bail out. They have withdrawn their support for an amendment to "fix"
this "problem." Take a hint, George.
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Masquerading as environmentalists
Where are the real environmentalists when you
need them? You know, the real environmentalists
like the Audubon Society, the Environmental Defense Fund, Save the Whales and the National Geographic Society.
Real environmentalists.
Notice, I djd not mention the Christie Institute or
the Florida Coalition for Peace and Justice; two
leftist organizations who masquerade as concerned
environmental groups whenever it suits their political needs.
But wait, you say, aren't those people the grass
roots citizens movement that is trying to stop the
space shuttle Atlantis from turning Florida into a
plutonium 238 wasteland?
Wel1, not exactly.
In May, a federal judge dismissed a $24 million
civil RICO case filed by the Christie Institute against
Lt. Col. Oliver North. The institute alleged North was
guilty of drug trafficking, racketeering, waging secret wars and political assassinations.
But why would the Christie Institute file such a
ridiculous pack of lies?
Publicity.
They knew they would not win the North case just
as they knew they would not succeed in the legal
action to stop the space shuttle launch.
Both cases have one thing in common; publicity.
Publicity used to discredit a man's reputation and
also United States foreign policy.
Publicity used to cripple future space development

It does not matter if you tell lies as long as you get
media air time.
As for the Florida Coalition for Peace and justice,
they speak for themselves.
They admittedly support Marxists in Nicaragua
and El Salvador.
No, the Christie Institute and the Florida Coalition
for Peace and justice are not mislead-yet-well-meaning environmentalists.
Lets tell it like it is. They're anti-American, lying,
leftist, communist supporting frauds.

Kevin S. Walker is a senior
marketing major.

About Campus Commentary
Campus Commentary is an open forum for
expression that is available to all students,
faculty and staff of UCF.
Send submissions to The Central Florida
Future.

An offer the NCAA could not refuse
"Godfather Hall. There is somebody here to see
you. Shall I send him in?"
"Yes Joey. Send him in," says the deep voice emerging from the dark smoke-filled room.
Godfather Hall slowly swings his chair aroWld to
greet his guest: a tall assistant football coach for the
University of Florida.
"Godfather Hall," the Assistant coach says in
shalty voice, "I need your help."
"What is it my son? You know you can talk to me;
you have been my favorite assistant coach.Now come
my boy, what is it?"
"I... I need some more money," the assistant said
avoiding eye contact and looking at the various trophies along the dimly lit room. "I just can't make the
necessary payments on my mother-in-law's Mercedes ..."
"Say no more," Godfather Hall interupts. "You
promise me a win over LSU, and you will be able buy
a new mother-in-law."
"Oh, thank you Godfather Hall," the assistant
gasps as he kisses Hall on his bald head. The assistant goes to leave and hears Godfather Hall's voice
call out to him: "LSU! Just remember LSU."
''Yes Godfather."
"And remember, any leaks to the NCAA will make
me an unhappy man," the voice warns coldly, "as well
as causing great discomfort to the families of some of
my favorite assistants."
"I ... I Wlderstand, Godfather Hall."
(Eerie violin music escorts the assistant out the

I

orange and blue doors.)
Godfather Hall lights a cigar and looks up to see
hefty silhouette in the doorway.
"Godfather Hall," said the UF foQtball player, "I'm
in, ah, some trouble."
The player sits: "I, um, need some money."
"For what, my boy? More drugs? More gambling?
You're not going to bet against us again, are you?"
Godfather Hall asks playfully.
"No sir. I learned my lesson the last time. I don't
want anymore dead Bulldogs in my bed again."
"I need money to pay child support," the player.
said.
"Big game against Auburn this season, ya' know?"
Godfather reminds.
The player shakes his head: "I know."
"Keep it in mind. Where do I send the check?"
"Just sign this." Godfather signs the paper.
"OK boys, let's go!" the player yells as he takes off
his mask to reveal he is really an NCAA official. "GET
HIM!!"
"N0000000 ......... "
The terror continues. See The Godfather III.
Coming soon to a theater near you.
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CAMPUS LITE
The evil Gopher-TortoiseGuy spots student body
President Fred Schmidt in
the distance.

by Scott
Schmidt panics and looks
for a student assistant to
throw before the shelled
menace ...

but
all
the
student
assistants had been fired
or quit.
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A Voter
Registration Drive
llam-lpm
At the Cafeteria
Courtyard
Monday, October 23
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Zeta Tau Alpha
Zeta ladies - get psyched for our A TO Viking
Social! The Viking ship will arrive at the house
at 9:301 Don't forget Homecoming kickoff
brunch 1pm for ATO and ZfA alumni on
Sunday in UDR!
Delta Tau Delta
Hey Guys, the "Ego" has info about the magic
game this Sat. Provided the bar gets finished,
be prepared for a bottle party this weekend.
The pledges are worl<ing on a lockout so
everyone ~epared to move out for a day.
Sorry about th fishing trip Bill, we will have to
do it some o er time. Everyone remember to
be at the house at 2:00 on Friday for our
weekly luncheon. The semester is progressing so let's keep hitting those books. Go Deltsl
Alpha Tau Omega
Lovely ZfA's get ready for another great Viking social: ATO's are fired upl Brothers,
there is an Alumni Champagne Brunch Sunday. For more info contact Mike Rezmer. ATO

#1111
Sigma Chi
Alright sigs, tomorrow q>M's are coming from
Rollins to party with us at our beautiful house.
Pledges, keep up on those signatures. Don't
be shy-the urothers want to sign your books.
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Fantastic party last Sat. Thanks to all the
brothers and pledges. Brothers and pledges ,
get psyched for the Terrorist Social with the
lovely ladies of U . Nalin, bring your Green
Card. Bro's dues are due Sunday. Also,
homecoming kick off with Af' is Sun . BE
THERE. Pledges, work on your books you
slackers.
ACACIA
We love Kappa Delta's. We need everybody
to work on float this weekend! See bulletin
board for events. Bring your own turkey next
time. We love Fred Flinstonei

International Student Association meeting FridaM, 0ct. 20SC2111 pm. Homecoming, party
logo contest call x2337, SAM 277-9374 Need
Native Costumes, Flagsll

75' x 150' Corner lot In Chuluota $13,500.
Contact Bobby at UCF x2365 or 365-8541 .

llitl:llllJ11
Need Roommate - $21 Olmo plus electric on
University Blvd. Nonsmoker, serious student.
Needed starting beginning of Nov. Call Dennis
678-3872.

Fraternities and Clubs .... Attention
Homecoming Time Again I
Supplies Available: Pedal paper, Festooning, Fringe, Foil paper, etc ..
For more Information call:
Carol's Emporium at 658-0915
Between the Hours of 9arn-5 pm

Male roommate wanted for 1bath/2bedroom
apt. $210/month + 112 utilities. Call 381 -5964.

Ferret Babies, exotic colors, IFA Reg. $50.
Baby Doves $5. Call 407-273-2486.
Water Bed, Queen Size, full wave , with heat.
Excellent condition, will take $60. Call 6572592.

For rent- 2bdrm, 2.5 bath Townhouse. $445/
mo. Prudential Gallagher Properties. Call
423-1627.
2bdrm12bath Duplex close to campus.
W<.>~her, dryer, ceiling fans, AC freshly
painted. Immediate occupancy. $425/mo.
Call 834-8787 or 831-6346.

Overseas Jobs! $900-2000/mo. Summer, Yr.
round, all countries, all fields. For free info
write:
IJC
P.O. Box 52-FL04
Corona Del Mar, CA 92635
Need Extra Money For Christmas?
Large Christmas oriented retail store hiring
immediately $6-10 potential, full and part time .
Call Mr. Nutt291 -1604. Apply at Recreational
Factory Warehouse.
ATI ENT ION - Hiring I Government jobs -your
area. $17 ,840-$69,485. Call 1-602-838-8885
ext. R5780.
Would you like to offer Discover Credit Cards?
Are you available for only a few hours/week?
If so, call 1-800-932-0528 ext.3. We'll pay you
as much as $10/hour. Only ten positions
available.
Management opportunities avallable for ·the
spring semester at The Cen11al Florida Future.
Experience not necessary. Please call 2752601 for more information.

Apartment - 2bdrm. Walk to UCF. $385, call
851 -7235.

ATIENTION _ GOVERNMENT SEIZED
VEHICLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes,
Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide. 1602-838-8885.
1983 Nissan Sentra - Air, PS, AM-FM Stereo,
S.spd, 1 owner, great condition. $2500. Cali
(H) 657-3517 or (W) 356-8753.
Honda V30 Magna 500cc 1984 Good Condition . Garage kept. 282-0909.

Reasonable and fast typing service.
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.

Call

WORDPROCESSING. Resumes, papers 48
hour service-only $1 page. Overnight and
non-standard pages extra. Close to campus
281-0499.
Word Processing - Reports, Term papers,
resumes. Professional Service, reasonable
prices. Call Barb 339-0653.
Typing: Term papers, manuscripts, resumes,
etc. All your typing needs. Fast turn-around!
Call 281-9323.
Word processing. Brevard Area. Fast and
reasonable. Call Angela at 453-3350.

European student tutors. French- and German-native. Call Serge 281-6286.

Local commercial moving Co. looking for helpers . Some week-day work but mostly weekends . Fit us into your schedule. Good pay.
Call 859-1334 for details.
Consolidated Frelghtways- Looking for 5
business transportation or marketing majors
for Thur- Mon. Full time Ground level Dock
Positions for future management consideration. Starting salary $30,000 a year. Must be
capable of doing very physical labor. CF is an
equal-opportunity employer. Call 851 -5144
Risa.

Lost: Skateboard - red Vision Deck with red
Krypto wheels, $20 reward, lost in Fox Hunt,
Please call 658-4652.

TT Malibu Classic. Must sell. Look AC AMIFM
New tires $650 OBO. 679-9402.
Magnavox Portable CD Am/FM Cassette still
under warranty. Hardly used . $150 OBO Call
281 -9781 .

86' Samurai 4X4 H Top Tinted raised w/extras
amlfm stereo . call 277-6897.

BEER! BEER! BEER!

rr·s EASY TO BREW YOUR OWNI

BOAT 18" Bayliner w/1 35 hp. Johnson new
trailer. Excellent condition. Great for water
skiing, fishing. or just auising. Call Tom 3522535.

Drummer needed for band into Velvet Underground, Sonic Youth, Stooges, etc. Must be
sooous and possess an open mind. No showotts. Please contact Andrew at 363-5960.

SEBASTIAN BREWERS SUPPLY HAS ALL
YOUR BEER AND WINEMAKING
SUPPLIES!
1-800-780-SUDS

Motorcycle Honda XL 185 81 249-3084.

Sll.Jdents to arrest reachersll Faculty to arrest
srudentsll WHEN: Oct. 27 WHERE: FSLATE
JAIL.

SPRING BREAK • • Deluxe "student only" 5
night awse from Tampa ro Caribbean (inciudes all meals) from $449 .. Also, organize a
small group and go freer •
Book now - space ve ry limited. 1-800-25891 91.

Two Stones Tickets. $80 000 Call Judd between 9:30 p.m. -11 :30 p.m. 678-7157.
" Quotes"
Communication majors are invited to Communications Day, Fnday, OcL 20 at noon.
Lake Clair will be the scene of free food and
fun. Come play football or volleyball.

Fine used books: out-of-print, hard-to-find , or
hard-to-pay- for? We probably have it, and
reasonably priced. Legible leftovers, Lake
Kathryn Plaza on 17-92.1/2 ml. south of 434 .
695-6400. Closed Mondays.

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY READING
BOOKSI $32,000/year income potential. Detail. 910 602-838-8885 ext. BK 5780.

Furniture All type. Must sell. 249-3084.
Malekinenneedsahome.8weeksold.FREE.
381-0383. Leave a message.

Part-tJme babysitter needed in my home .Flexible hours. References required . Call 3309809.

If anyone 1s going to East Tennessee for
Thanksgiving and would either like a ride or a
passenger, please call 281-1553.
KCO Inc. WP/OP $150/$250. Call 678-6735.
Research papers, 18,278 available!
Catalog $2.00 Research, 11 322 Idaho,
1206XT, Los Angeles 90025. Toll free ( 800)
351-0222, Ext. 33 Vi sa/Mastercard or COO

If anyone 1s heading up to Georgia on Friday
night to see UCF kill some Eagles, the party is
Friday night at Spanky's on St. Simons Island.
Good times and 75 cent drafts. l-95 to the
Golden Isles Parkway exi t, follow to highway
17 North to SL Simons Island exit and down
the causeway to the foot of the big bridge.

Research Papers: 17,000 on file. Catalog $1.
Berkeley Research 2385 - CF Ocean,
SF CA 94127. Call for Info toil tree 1-800-33 19783 ext. 666.

NOW HIRING
Waiters
Waitresses
Security
Cashiers
'Dishwashers
Cooks
Gift Shop
Hostesses
Guest Service Host
Join the "Good Time Gang"
Apply Church Street Station
Personnel Train Car
Mon. thru Fri., 6-9
or
Ring 422-2434

Excel in school. Eliminate anxiety, enhance
memory, concentration, confidence with
hypnosis. High success rate. Call Susan Dill.
1o yrs exp. with students,.student rates. 8973834.

Excellent word proceulng 366-0538

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF campus.
Ail student documents. Same day service
avallable. IBM/AT, WORD PERFECT 5.0
IBM letter quality/Laser printing.

*

*

Fast Professional Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

Word Processing, laser printlng for all types of
reports: term papers, resumes, etc. Reasonable prices. Call Katie Young at 290-1966.
Typing WP papers, resumes, etc. fast service, reasonable rates. Call Maria 857-5350
Bonus: Pick-up papers UCF

UCF THEATRE .
COSTUME RENTAL HOURS FOR HALLOWEEN
Monday, Oct. 23
9:00 - 12:00 & 3:00 - 5:00
Tuesday, Oct. 24
11 :30 - 3:30
9:00 - 12:00 & 3:00 - 5:00
Wednesday, Oct. 25
Thursday, Oct. 26
11 :30 - 3:30
Friday, Oct. 27
9:00 -12:00 &1:00 - 3:00
9:00 - 12:00
Monday, Oct. 30
Closed October 31
Most costumes will rent for $5.00. Some more elaborate outfits will cost more. Be prepared to pay
by check and present a valid UCF Identification Card at time of rental. Costumes must be returned
cleaned. The costume shop is room 116 of the University Theatre.

Hoping to find a friend at UCF Sincere , caring male, 21 . I was formerly the
lead singer of the Rock Band Vixen. As you
may know, I was driving drunk and caused an
accident in which the driver of the other car
was killed . I felt deep remorse for my crime and
want to lead a better life. I plan to attend UCF
when I am released from Orange County Jail
in a few months. It would be a big help to know
someone at UCF to help me find housing, etc.
If you could be a friend to a person like me,
please write: John Asher, Fourth Floor/E
T13666, P.O. Box 4970, Orlando 32802 .
Craig:
It's been a great year. Hope there are many
more just as special. I love you alwaysl
Dani.
Sharon :
This is official notification that you are an
incredibly special person . Have a sunshiny,
blue-skied week. You are loved!
Laura

•

. WF Late 30 into water sports seeks adventurous young male with high constitution on lunch
at the pond?

If this ad dOesn't
work, why are
.you reading it?
ADVERTISE IN
THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE.

•
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VOLLEYBALL
FROM PAGE 12

course of the season.
"Against Moorehead there
were no standouts. Everybody
played well," Coach McClemmon said.
"We had good
serves, setting and passing.
Everybody hustled for every

ball," she said.
"Our main objective is to
play together as a team. It's
great the camaraderie we have
this season. It's better than
any team I've played on."
"At the beginning of the
season we weren't sure of how
to play," Cupac said. "Now
we're used to playing with
each other."

U_
C F cross country club to
run for trip to Puerto Rico
by Biii Foxworthy
SPORTS EDITOR

The UCF track and cross country club wants
to go to Puerto Rico.
The team received an invitation to compete
in the American University of Puerto Rico
Sport Festival in the spring. The trip will cost
$15",000 to get the 30 club members and coach
to the competition. But the club receives little
funding from the wiiversity and must raise
money on its own.
Therein· lies the challenge.
The club will hold a One Hour Cross Country
Rwi Challenge 9:30 a.m. Swiday at UCF. Club
members get sponsors to pledge money based
on the number of miles members can run in one
hour. And how far can a UCF runner rwi in an
hour? The average should be five or six, but
some may cover as many as eight miles.
"This is square one for the track cJub," Gary
Gleason, chairman of track and fie Id boosters
club said.

EAGLES
FROM PAGE 12

pass 75 percent of the time out
of this formation. We rwi 75
percent of the time."
Kruczek said the Eagles'
offense could be described as a
simple but effective offense.
"They only run four or five
plays," Kruczek said.
"But they get a lot of[repetitions] on each play and they

"We need some support and some sponsors."
"It's a rare opportunity for a first-year program to go out of the country," he added. "Even
teams from Ohio State and Florida State don't
get to do that."
"UCF will get to compete on an international
basis and if we do well, it will give the team and
the university some publicity," Gleason said.
"I feel if we go to this meet we'll be established
nationally and internationally," club member
Heather Gleason said. "It will give us a naine."
"Hopefully we can bring some Puerto Ricans
over here," she said. A lot of them want to come
[to the United States], but many of them go to
places like New York."
One of the goals of the booster club is for track
and field to become a sport rather than a club at
UCF, maybe as soon as January.
"The excitement is there. The possibilities
are there," Gary Gleason said of the track club.
For information or to make pledges call
Coach Francisco Castro at 275-2256 or Gary
Gleason at 788-3303.

get very good at it."
GSC averages 392 yards per
game and 285.5 yards on the
ground. They also average
31.5 points per game.
Not that UCF's offense is
less effective. The Knights
average 379 yards per game.
They gain more of their yards
(238.5 per game) through the
air.
Fullback Joe Ross (101 carries for 615 yards) and quarterback Raymond Gross (100-

Until we find the cure,
we must share the pai!L

'

Send check or money order payable to JOBWARE OFFER along with mformallon below
to: JOB-WARE
OFFER, PO Box 408309,
1
Chicago, IL 60640-9998. (Please allow 4·6 weeks
for delivery.) IL residents add 8% sales tax.
1

JOB T·Shirt _ _ @ 8.00 ea
s M L XL
· JOB Sweatshirt __@14.00 ea.
S M L XL
,,_,......,._,..._ JOB Swealpants-@15.00 ca.
S M L
JOB·WAAE Value Trio
(Set ol 3 above)_@32.95 ea
S M
Name·----------Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

:
1

:
1
'

Help the Diabetes Research
Institute at the University of
Miami on its unprecedented
mission to find a permanent cure
for diabetes. For all of mankind.
And for your family too.
Until we find the cure, we must
share the pain. And the hope.

Join us on our mission.
Together, we can outlive diabetes.

Clty._ _ _ _ state _ _ ZIP--~

C420A

THE OVIEDO INN
AND
PELICAN LOUNGE
Proudly Presents
..

Rnthlifne
Singer(Guitarist

Jazz and Blues
426

RMedol
l.--1!!!l..J
Alafaya

DATE:
TIME:

PHONE:

.

'

October 19,20,21
6:00 -10:30 p.m.
365-7036

421) are the Eagles top-runners. Gross has has also
passed for 520 yards.
Although he has been
slowed by a shoulder injury,
Gil Barnes leads the Knights
with 353 yards rushing. Shane
Willis, coming off one of his
best games two weeks ago, has
passed for 1149 yards.
Sean Becton and Shawn
Jefferson are the top two receivers with 357 yards and 309
yards, respectively.

GOLF
FROM PAGE 12

the course and make better use
of their practice round. The
team also attributed their
putting problems to the poor
condition of the practice green.
Wilson admitted that he
will take a very close look at
the players he sends to the
next tournament. Wilson said
it is a coach's toughest decision
to take the right players to
each tournament. He bases his
decisions on a player's practice
scores, attitude and current
grades.
Of the five players that
compete, the four lowest scores
from every round are recorded
as the team score. In the last
tournament, one player, Peter
Little, did not contribute to the
team score at all. Although
UCFs next tournament, the
Florida State Intercollegiate
Tournament in Miami's Doral
Country Club, requires six
players to compete, Wilson
said a few new players might
tee up for the Knights.
The State Intercollegiate
Tournament, which is UCFs
last of the fall season on November 4-6, is a large tournament with a very strong, competitive field. Among the competition will be last year's
winner, the University of Florida, as well as Florida State
and the University of Miami,
who both have strong golf programs.
Last year the Knights
placed second, and the year
before shocked Florida by winning the tournament.
"I'm sure that we will do
well," Rice said. "We will be in
top gear for the State tournament and we look forward to
competing against some good
teams."
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UCF to face l·AA's number two team
by Roy Fuoco
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Ifthe Knights want to prove they can
compete with Division I-AA powers,
they will get their first chance Saturday afternoon.
UCF (4-2) travels to Statesboro,
Georgia, to face second-ranked Georgia Southern College. The game is the
first of three consecutive games
against nationally ranked Division IAA schools. Upcoming games include
.. top-ranked Eastern Kentucky University and 11th-ranked Liberty University.
The Knights, who are ineligible for
the I-AA play-offs, are looking for vi ctories in these games to make themselves
known to the I-AA pollsters. A win
against the undefeated Eagles (6-0)
would go a long way in accomplishi11g
that goal.
The game has been described as
UCFs biggest game by Coach Gene
McDowell. Offensive coordinator Mike
Kruczek agreed this is even bigger than
the play-off game against Troy St.ate
two years ago.•
"We're moving to I-AA and this is our
biggest test," Kruczek said. "We played
with 1-AA's in the past. Now we have to
defeat them. Our kids are fired up."
"They (GSC) believe they should
win," Kruzcek added. "That's what we
want to develop here. We must not
have
. ,, any doubt that we're not going to
wm.

Offensive guard Andrew Bishop
said, "I think we have the attitude that
we have to go up there and do a good job
to win. I think we are confident enough
to do it."
Last season, the Eagles, who lost to
Furman in the I-AA championship
game, defeated the Knights in
Orlando, 31-17. Coaches for both teams
expect a closer game.
"I don't think they're significantly
better than last year," McDowell said.

''They're as good or a
little better. We're a
lot better than last
year. That's what
counts."
Despite
UCF's
much-improved defense (ranked second
nationally) and GSC's
own strong defense
(7.5 points per game
allowed), Eagle coach
Erk Russell said he
expects a high-scoring
game.
"Series tend to take
on their own personality. The personality of
our series has been
moving the ·ball up
and down the field. Of
course, each game
also takes on its own
personality," Russell
said. "Every [game]
but the first one has
Jor~ Alvarez/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
been a high-scoring
game.
Quarterback Shane Willis and the rest of the Knights sat out last week but probably will have to
"UCF licks their stretch to beat GSC, which has scored more than 30 points in each of its last five games vs. UCF.
chops when thev olav
us, scoring a lot of points and gaining a UCF had an 18-6 halftime lead.
lot of yards."
The Knights' defense faces their
Kruczek agreed it could be a high- toughest challenge in the Eagles'
scoring game. He expects it to be a close highly-rated flexbone offense.
UCFs defensive coordinator Rusty
game and pointed out past games in
which UCF had the lead late in the Russell, Erk Russell's son, said the
game.
flexbone is one of the toughest offenses
"Two years ago, it was 26-25 (UCF to stop.
"We like to take what the defense
leading) after three quarters," Kruczek
said. "But we threw a late interception gives us," Russell said. "But we will try
and they won 34-32.
to est.ablish the run."
"I don't know if we can score 30
Although he would not indicate a
points this year. They have a good weakness in the offense the senior
team. But yes, I can see a lot of yards Russell said if GSC is forced to pass,
gained."
"we're in trouble."
"Our passing game is a compliment
Kruczek noted that every game but
last year's has ended with a close score. to our offense not a supplement[for the
But he noted that a touchdown pass running game]," he said. "Most teams
was dropped by UCF. In 1985, Georgia
see EAGLES page 11
Southern won the game 33-18, but

Volleyball team
to host tourney
by Jay Rutenkroger
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF will host its first
voheyball tournament of
the seasQn this weekend,
the Burger King Classic.
The tournament begins
at 3 p.m. Friday with teams
participating in the Burger
King Classic coming from
Florida and Tennessee.
New South Women's
Athletic Conference teanis
UCF, ·Stetson and Florida
A&M will represent the
state of Florida.
The match against
FAMU at 3 p.m. Friday will
count in the conference
standings.
Tennessee Tech and East
Tennessee State will also
compete in the tournament.
The Lady Knights will
battle Tennessee Tech at 5
p.m. Friday.
The Burger King Classic
will be a round-robin tournament format. Each team
will battle in four matches
with the top two teams
competing in the championship game at 5 p.m. Saturday.
The volleyball team is on

course to accomplish its
goal of winning the conference championship, according to coca p ·t a ins
Carole Cupac
and Kathy
Fill.
~e're on
the
right
track to accomplish our
goals," Cupac
said.
"We
want to finish
first in our
conference
and go on to
t
Jorgo Alvarez/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
pos -season Shannon Pack(8) and Jennifer Owen block
play. We're
P l a y i n g
a shot in UC F's victory over Moorhead State.
stronger and
Saturday's match against
more aggressive."
The Lady Knights possess a Moorehead State as an ex15-9 record for the season, ample of the team's imincluding a 5-1 conference rec- proved play. Moorehead
State is a surprisingly poword.
The conference record erful team who has defeated
ranked teams such as the
earn~d the Lady Knights a
first place tie with Georgia University of Kentucky and
State in the NSWAC stand- South Flor·da during the
in gs.
see VOLLEYBALL page 11
Cupac and Fm both cite

Second place not
enough for Wilson
by Jeff Barlls
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The men's golf team placed
second out of 1 7 teams at the
Hillman Robbins Intercollegiate Tournament in Memphis, Tennessee, on October 910.
The tournament, hosted by
Memphis State University,
was the first of the year for the
Knights. This is also the first
year the team was invited to
the tournament and Coach
Dale Wilson says that an invitation to next year's tournament has already been extended to UCF.
In three rounds of golf at the
Woodstock Hills Golf Club,
Augusta College emerged as
the winner of the tournament
with a team score of 900
strokes. UCF was two strokes
behind with a total team score
of 902.
The Knights were led by
Andrew Rice, who shot a 54hole total of 221 strokes and
placed second overall individually.
The four other men who
competed for the Knights were
Kevin Altenhof, who placed
seventh with 225 strokes,
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' Malcolm Joseph and Cliff

Kresge, who both had 228
shots and Peter Little, who "
had a score of 238 after three
rounds.
"I'm never pleased with sec- ,..
ond place, when first place is
attainable," Wilson said.
"Overall, I am proud of the
team, but I am not pleased
with the performance of our
top players like Malcolm Joseph and Peter Little, who •
have both averaged under par
throughout fall practices."
Wilson added that Rice,
who played nearly up to par,
was the only member of the
team that played decently
enough to win, but is capable of
shooting better.
After the tournament
Wilson and the team sat down
and talked about what they
did right, what they did wrong
and what they need to do in the
future.
•
"We were a little too overconfident," Rice explain~d.
"We knew that we were the
best team at the tournament,
but we woke up when it was too
late."
They agreed they need to •
take better advantage of the
scouting report on how to play

:J

see GOLF page 11
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What
does
The
Captain
have
under
·his
hat
-this . ··
ti·m-e? -··
.

story by John Citrone
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'Fat Man': one of year's
best
.

Excellent cast, dialogue bring birth of atomic age to light .

Week
iii J ii LIM

• The movie Road Warrior
pl1).p will be shown at 7 p.m. and
9 p.m. in the Student
Activities
Center. Admission
is free with a valid
student ID. •The
Enzian Theater
will show The
Comic

Paul Newman
gives a
powerfully
believable
performance
as General
Leslie Groves
in the thought
provoking
Fat Man and
the Little Boy.

• Beatlemania hits The
Tampa Theatre as they feaIture;;I>'.1twofMclassic
Beatie flicks, Help! at
7:30 p.m. and A Hard Days Night at

9: 15 p.m. •The Theatre Downtown will

feature Poe, a play based upon the tragic
life of the mysterious Gothic horror
writer. The play begins at 8 p.m. Tickets
are $5 and $10.
-

m

intelligent movie which has convinced me that it's safe to go back to
lIT OF THE DEPTI-IS OF THE BOTthe theater again.
·
tomless pit of lousy seFat Man and little Boy will unquels such as Glwst- doubtedly be regarded as one of the
busters II. A Nightmare on year's best films.
Elm Street V. Halloween V and
Director Roland Joffe. who
Friday the 13th Part 20: Jason dazzled audiences with his
Learns tn Break Dance, comes an blockbusters The Killing Fields and
The Missio~ casts his lens at a
secret spot in American histoxy: the
creation of the atomic bomb.
Rated: PG- 13
Paul Newman portrays General
Starr1ng; Paul Newman. John
Leslie Groves. the man in charge of
Cusack, Dwight Schultz
the project. Newman has turned in
Director: Roland Joffe
a solid perlormance.
Confetti Review:
His demeanor as the determJned
general who would stop at nothing
to make sure the project was a
CONFrnrKEY:
success, was powerlully convinc* * • * * EXCEl.l.ENT * • * * GOOD
ing.
* * * FAIR * * POOR * AWRJl
Dwight Schultz, whose former
by Edward Gantt

O

****

roles include "Howling Mad Murdock" on NBC's A Team. put forth
an excellent perlormance as the
top-notch scientist in charge of
building the bomb.
Schultz was totally believable as
the brilllant scientist and often
upstaged Newman. Un fort u nately. there were times during the
film when he seemed to get mixed
up between an American and British accent.
John Cusack was equally convincing as an intelligent young scientist from Chicago. This role was
much more suited to Cusac.k's
talent than his usual role as a
teen-age nerd whose main objective is to get down the pants of the
best-looking girl in high school.
see FAT MAN page 4

Leotis on mtisical mission of love
Stone Roses offer heavy dose of guitar-driven psychedelia to groove by
Leotis adds a dash of

The Charts

funk with the song "Who

Week ending
October 19, 1989.

Top Five Albums
l . steel Wheels.
The Rolling stones
2. Full Moon Fever
Tom Petty
3. Dr. Fee/good
Mot1eyCrOe
4. Forever Your Girl
Paula Abdul
5. Girl You Know It's Ttue

MilllVanilll

Top Five Singles
1. "Heaven"
Warrant

2. "Girt, I'm Gonna Miss
You"
MllllVanllll
3. ·cherish"
Madonna
4. "If I Could Turn Back
Time"
Cher
5. "Miss You Much"
Janet Jackson
C01989 BIHboard magazine

Book

Confidential at ~
7: 15 p.m. and
Valentino
Returns at 9:30
p.m. • The Florida Symphony
Orchestra will perlorm Masterworks
#2 at 8 p.m. at the Bob Carr Performing
Arts Center. •Flutist Tim Weisberg will
perform the Sunset Serenade Concert at
6 p.m. at the Peabody Hotel. Tickets are
$5 at the door.

• On A Mission

Artist: Leotis
Producer: Bruce Purse
Label: Mercuiy

F

BEGAN Willi A LOVE OF

music . .
Leotis has been on a
mission since he was a
child growing up in New
York. And now. after hard
work and a few lucky
breaks, Leotis has made his
wish of creating an album
come true.
on: his debut solo album, .
On A Mission , Leotis mixes
various musical styles.
In the song, "Ooh Child,"
Leotis recreates sounds of
the past. He dedicates this
song to all of the forgotten
groups he used to listen to.

Loves You Better." This
song has a unique beat
compared to other "bluesy"
songs.
A couple of hip dance
tracks also appear on the
record. "I Blame You" and
"On A Mission" are prime
choices, for their upbeat
rhythms and danceable
melodies.
Naturally, there are the • The Stnne Roses
generic love ballads witl} Artist: The Stone Roses
relatively genertc lyrics. Producer: John Leckie
"You Are My World" is one of Label: Silvertone
these cllche love songs.
Leotls sings the melody
0 YOU NEED A CHANGE
with a relaxed attitude. I
from that Acid House
wonder, does he really
beat?
mean what he's singing?
Is the ecstasy gone from
Despite this question- those summer house parable sincerity, Leotis' voice ties?
manages to convince the
If so, tune in to the debut
listener of his vocal talent. self-titled album of The
making up for any "lost Stone Roses.
emotion."
This is one heavy dose of
On A Mission is a collage melodic, guitar-driven psyof old and new ideas. With chedelia.
the help of some fabulous
It has a good clean sound
writers, Leotis' talent be- throughout coupled with·
comes quite evident. This harmonies reminiscent of
the Byrds and lyrics as
one should be a hit.

D

- Tisha Valery

see STONE ROSES page 4

Wat :m • ..Rocktoberfest" at The

lilfM.Jtp Magic Kingdom will feature
Expose. Martika,
Micheal Damian
and Kevin Page.
The show starts at 9

p.m. Tickets are
$19.99 plus tax
($21.50 plus tax if
purchased at the

door). • The UCF
Cinematography
Assoc. will present a movie make·up
seminar today and tomorrow tn the T. V.
studio, downstairs in the library at 1
p.m.$15 for students/$25 for non-students.
•Tequila Sunrise will play
the Student Activities
Center at 7 p.m. & 9 p.m. • Hnlkmania
featurtng Hulk Hogan v. Bad News
Brown and Dusty Rhodes v. Big Boss
Man will begin at 5 p.m. Tickets are $8,
$10 and $12 at all Ticketmaster Outlets.

-..-........,. in

l&:eJ~I ~eg~r:~~e:~~e::

Style Funeral Procession on the Green
at 11 a. m. • Live and Let Die will play

at the student center at 7 p.m. and 9
p.m. Admission is
free with a valid student ID. •The Bob
Carr Performing
Aris Center presents The B-52's in
concert at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $16.50.

• The Student Center Auditorium will feature a Lip·
Sync Contest at 8 p.m. •I Was a Teenage Werewolf and I Was a Teenage
Frankenstein will be shown at Semi- ·
nole Community College at 7:30 p.m.

llllWMS.llliHiiSIMllll
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Arid now just a few helpf~l pai-king tips
by Matt Kiefer

I

N TI-IE MIDST OF TI-IE PARKING DEBA'IE

I've noticed no one is really con~
,
cerned about doing their part for
the University.
Well, here are just a few helpful
hints for campus survival.
First of all, don't complain about
parking- officially there is no parking problem. If you see a UCF police
(pronounced PO-LEECE) vehicle
parked in the"median, don't wony.
it's simply PARKED.
Don't tcy to park near the health
center if you are sick or injured. All of
those spaces are full and they're not
for students anyway.
Don't park in grassy areas seemingly covered by a "little" water. It's
deeper than you think and there are
no lifeguards on duty.Don't tl)' to
drive through loose sand as it tends
to engulf entire cars. The UCF FireRescue won't be able to get to you.
but the sandworms most likely will.
If a police person or one of the
students that go around ticketing
cars appears to be writing citations
for no reason, he probably is. If there
isn't a law on the books for your
offense yet, there will be by the time
you get to the parking office to "appeal."
Also. don't make foolish suggestions to the administration about
parking at UC6 Cinemas and running a shuttle bus to campus.
It takes time and money to appoint
a committee to appoint another
committee to study the issue. These
resources are few and far between at
UCF.
Beyond parking, there are some

Michael Loughlin

To combat the campus parking problems, you could either park illegally or
take these helpful hints into consideration nexttime you're in quest of a spot

things one must know for general
campus survival.
First. don't complain about the
classical music format at WUCF 89. 9
FM. WUCF is a service (officially) for
the community, not the school. This
isn't a big- time UF radio station.
Besides, we know the majority of
UCF students listen strictly to classical music.
If you are a physical fitness buff.
don't try to use the weight room. The
people in there own the equipment
and it is a private club-visitors are
not welcome. Join Balley's instead.
If you really want to play racquetball. forget it. Go to a movie instead.
Resetvations for courts have to made
a semester in advance because, even
with the athletic fee increase. there is

not enough money to build new
courts.
Oh yeah ... Don't get upset if you
are in the health center one morning
and you have to wait an hour and a
half to get your vitals checked and
then are told to come back when the
doctors are back from lunch at 1:00
p.m.
Also. don't be surprised that,
when you are finally seen by a doctor,
he asks what is wrong and before you
answer he hands you a pre-printed
prescription with a check mark next
to .. B... He will then tell you to see him
again Ln two weeks ifyou are not dead
yet.
You are probably better off visiting Eatonville for your prescriptions.
For those who can't find Eatonville

on a map, go get a one-way ticket to
Columbia where you can get a degree
in pharmacology in about a week.
During add-drop next semester.
forget the phrase "never let them see
you sweat... Don't even wear any
deodorant. After standing in line for
seven hours. your odor may act as a
deterrent, offending those around
you. Before you know it, you'll be at
the front of the line.
And if you are a senior tl)'ing to
add Spanish I, give it up. The class
doesn't exist. It's only on the registration bulletin to cover the empty
space.
Never ask what the purpose of the
Alumni Circle is. The Alumni Association needed a project to pour their
money into which would last and
setve the students of UCF. Anyway.
everyone knows a simple sidewalk
just would not do the job effectively.
Oh, if you happen to be in the new
CEBA II building and you happen to
be in the sound room of the auditorium and you happen to glance at the
Carver graphic equalizer and the
ADS and JBL components which
probably cost more than 15 paved
parking spaces, remember: it was
needed so one out of every 100 instructors who know how to use the
damn thing can amplify their voice a
few decibels.
Besides, those Tandy 35 watt
amplifiers that cost 50 bucks and a
$15 microphone just wouldn't do the
job.
Finally, remember that UCF does
not stand for University of Central
Florida. It's actually the abbreviated
form of U Can Fail, U Can Flee, but U
Can't Finish.

STONE ROSE

'The Abyss': experience iJ in print
by Everett H. Wells ill

H

,.

AVE YOU EVER READ AN EXCEUENT BOOK

and then waited for ages to see It
as a movie, only to sit there and
say. 'Why did they do that? That wasn't
in the book?"
A prime example is the film Dune.
The film was disappointing to those
who read the trilogy because the story
was shortened and oversimplified.
For almost the same reason, if you
had not read the books, the movie was
a disappointment because it quickly
became confusing.
In a few cases. the film comes to the
theater before the novel hits the newsstand.
Quite often. the book is usually nothing more than a public relations gimmick to generate name recognition and
publicity for the film.
Recently a film was released with a
novelization which, on the surface, fit
into the cutting patter. In actuality it
was an unprecedented change in the
pattern.
In The Abyss. James Cameron, director of Terminator and writerI director of Aliens, has created an undersea
epic which is truly an experience.
In past films, Cameron brought to
the public believable worlds populated
by characters who were never overshadowed by their outlandish surroundings.
Where novelizations of his past films
are concerned, Cameron writes that he
found them "cursory, mediocre, often
inaccurate ~nd sometimes downright
reprehensible."
"I determined that there would be no
novelization of (The Abyss]. There
would be a novel •" he added.
To match the spectacle of his film,
Cameron commissioned award-winning science fiction author Orson Scott

The Abyss is an exercise in survival.

The characters fight for their lives
against the sea and each other.
In the film, Cameron's development
of the characters brings them brightly
to life that contrasts sharply with their
bleak surroundings.
Card translates this perfectly into the
novel. capturing not only the action and
elaborate effects but also adding his
own special flare.
Card opens the novel with three biographical chapters.
These narratives (Card's own creation absent from the film) take the
reader into the past to see what pivotal
events in the lives of three main characters brought them to their present positions.
The fourth character seldom appeared in the film.
In the novel, the aliens' background,
history and culture comprise nearly
half of the stocy.
Card creates not an alien, but an
Card (Ender's Game and Speaker For
The Dead ) to write a novel that would entire civilization.
The film concentrates on the human
maintain the integrity of his film.
Cameron wanted an author who could aspects of the stocy.
The novel takes it a step further and
do more than preserve the stocy.
He wanted someone who would use involves the alien's perspective and
the film to create a novel that could their motives.
In the two hour and 16 minute
stand with or without the film's help.
The Abyss contains aliens, action, movie, it would have been difficult to
suspense, elaborate sets and stunning include much more than the human
half of the stocy.
visual effects.
Unfortunately, the fihn's end is exHowever. the most important
elements are its intensely human char- tremely vague without the understanding that the aliens are confused by
acters.
To write the novel, Card spent a great humanity and have come close to annideal of time on the film's set and review- hilating the Earth's entire population.
The movie is well worth the price of
ing video tapes of the film's progress.
Cameron also gave Card an admission.
It is suspenseful and sometimes
extensive file of technical data and
background information he compiled slightly Violent, but its over-all message
is peace.
·
while writing the script.
The novel that Card wrote surpassed
see THE ABYSS page 4
even James Cameron's expectations.

FROMPAGE2
cynical as groups of the
1980s.

The album opens with "I
Wanna Be Adored," and who
doesn't?
This is one great song that
gets plenty of air time at
"other" college stations.
It may be on ours, but unfortunately I can't keep my
eyes open until after midnight to find out whether or
not we play it.
Side one builds through
songs about desires, dreams
and perseverance to finish
out with a song called "Bye
Bye Badman."
A happy guitar melody
doubles lyrics on how to deal
with "bullies."
They say, "These stones I
throw aren't kisses, it's the
only way I've found. 'cause
I've got bad intentions, I'm
going to knock you down."
"Elizabeth My Dear," "'This
Is The One" and "(Song for
My) Sugar Spun Sister" continue on side two.
"I Am The Resurrection"
concludes the album with
lyrics like "Down, down you
bring me down, there's no
place for you in my house,"
complete with guitar solo,
giving that girl some traveling
music.
There's nothing rushed
about this album, just cool
music to groove by.
It shifts from one theme to
another and don't forget the
background noises.
Moans, whispers ... I wonder what you'd hear if you
played this record backwards?
-Gene Dixon
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No one seemed to mind the
of John's wild cosFROM PAGE 1
tuming and stage antics.
(John's moment of ..madpotency was impressive.
His piano was encased in a ness" in this show came
translucent finish which when he stood on his piano
glowed wt~ vartous colors seat for a short time. He then
throughout the show, com- pounced down to resume
plementing the changing playing).
moods of the music.
The band glided through
As John began the second John's tunes effortlessly.
song, ..Island Girl," his voice Hits such as "Funeral For a
cleared somewhat, alloWing Frtend," .. Daniel," ..Philadelhim to blend more easily with phia Freedom" and "Your
Song" filled the arena and
the background singers.
The overall sound produc- were welcomed with open
tion was somewhat distorted ears.
by the volume of bass,
John's piano was crystal
drowning out portions of the clear which accented his
prollficacy on the instrudrums.
.. Fortunately, this was ment.
remedied as the show proThere were several points
in the show where John took
gressed.

ELTON JOHN

abse~e

McMullen/Doretz

Rock showman Elton John hos given up his outrageous
costumes and antics for a simpler, classier production.

FATMAN

sight of the human conflicts
involved in the task.
In the begtnntng of the
The title of the movie is movie, the world's top scientists were only fascinated
somewhat deceiving.
Fat Man and.Little Boy may with the theory of creating an
atomic bomb.
lead
some
They
were
people to believe that the
caught up in the
movie is a
idea of creating
something powheartwarming
erful enough to
comedy starwin the war and
ring Dom Depossibly alter the
Luise and Fred
Savage.
course of mankind. The only
Actually, Fat
question in their
Man and Little
minds seemed to
Boy were the
be: "Is this really
code names of
possible?"
the first atomic
bombs built in
As the movie
John Cusack
1945.'
progressed, and
What's · wonderful about the completion of the project
the film is even though it grew closer, most of the scideals mainly with the birth of entists began to have second
the atomic age, it doesn't lose thoughts.
FROMPAGE2

solo piano spots. "Candle in
the Wind (Nonna Jean)" and
brand new single .. Sacrifice"
were two pieces John performed solo. His emotion was
sincere.
His sincertty was almost
accentuated by the raspy
quality his voice had acquired from his illness. His
piano spoke when he didn't.
Everyone listened.
After the solos, the band
rejoined John playing such
recent hits as "Sad Songs
Say So Much" and "I Don't
Want to Go On With You Like
That."
The final song was the
rock classic "Don't Let the
Sun Go Down On Me."
Electric emotion shot
through the crowd as John's
voice rose above, singing the
familiarmelody. Hewassoon
joined by the rest of the band,
driving the chorus into the
audience, whose hands were
raised high as if to capture
the music. Purple lights cascaded over the stage.
The background vocals
blended perfectly with
John's, swirling into a melange of melancholy and
bliSs. The song ended too
soon, as did the show.
John did return for encores includJng "Saturday
Night's Alright for Fighting"
and "Rocket Man."
The out-chorus of "Rocket
Man" was nearly haunting as
John repeated the words" ...
and I think its gonna be a
long, long time."
As the stage lights died,
John politely thanked the
audience for coming to the
concert.
The crowd reluctantly filed
out of the arena. chatUng
about what a wonderful
show they had just seen.
Well, they don't call him
Captain Fantastic for noth-

LoOkillg sO. smart!
It doesn't take a lot of
money to look like a
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cuts, fashion perms,
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products. A great look
at a great price. What
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ing.

Realizing, that the atomic
bomb would mean the loss of
many lives and quite possibly the end of mankind
someday, there were many
objections to the project's
completion.
Fat MW1 Wld UtUe Boy is
one of those rare movies that
is entertaining, educational
and thought-provoking at
the same time.
It's almost certain that you
will walk out of the theater
questioning the bombings of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
You may think a little bit
about some of the moral dilemmas involved in progress
...and technology.
This movie was also quite
surprtstng in the number of
masterful performances by
an excellent cast of actors
and sensible dialogue that
never insults its viewers.
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THE ABYSS
FROM PAGE 3
This message is even more evident in the
novel.
The aliens find it difficult to comprehend
the humans' behavior. We fear death, yet we
constantly kill each other.
The aliens are not humanoid in any sense.
They are a completely alien life-form with a
culture and technology to match.
Card's additions to the story improve upon
an already impressive script.
Whether or not you have seen the film, the
book is an expertence that should not be
missed.
Des ite its science fiction tra

Abyss is a novel of human characters who

rtse above their hardships and their personal
struggles.
James Cameron and Orson Scott Card are
true masters of their professions.
With The Abyss, Cameron furthers his
reputation as a maker of detailed and flamboyant films that emphasize their characters.
Card has wrttten a novel that steps beyond
the film and becomes a creation of his own
·
imagination.
The Abyss is an in~rtcate and thoughtprovoking novel which boasts a superlative
cast of engaging characters.
It is a novel that is not simply read. It is
ertenced.

•

